Customize Your Curb Appeal
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Sustainable Roofing Color Blends

Environmentally friendly synthetic slate roofing tiles proudly made in the USA
Pioneers of sustainable roofing since 1993

www.ecostarllc.com | 800.211.7170

Custom Colors, Custom Designs
The palette of standard colors produced by EcoStar provides unlimited
potential to enhance the beauty of your property. Choose from “wide-range”
blends that provide the subtle elegance of one-color multi shade variation
or choose completely customized multicolor mixes that create a striking and
unique style.
EcoStar’s production team can create slate and shake tiles with unique hues
based on samples of material, paint swatches, or Pantone® color numbers
distinctive to your property. Design ideas for your project are endless.

Designer Series
Beyond color selection, installation technique can
significantly enhance curb appeal. Traditional and
Designer Series tiles can be combined to enhance
the architectural detail of the entire structure.

Staggered Installation
The design of EcoStar tiles also enables contractors
to easily apply intricate “staggered” and “offset”
patterns, further enhancing the aesthetics of your
property.

Aspen Blend
Empire Shake and Empire Shake Plus used in the
“Aspen Blend” style are manufactured in widths
of 6”, 9” and 12” and thicknesses of 3/8” and 3/4”
replicating the look of thick, hand-split wood shake.

Marbled Blends
EcoStar offers six beautiful marbled blends. Each blend contains 3-5 different
marbled tiles offering a unique look for any project. Our blends are also
available in solid colors. Ask your rep for more details.

Vineyard

Rolling Meadow

Riverbed

Harvest Hill

Ancient Quarry

Feathered Driftwood

Standard Colors
Majestic Slate, Majestic Niagara
Slate & Seneca Shake

Empire Slate, Empire Niagara
Slate & Empire Shake
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Note: Sample pieces, photographs or color samples may not accurately represent the true
color level or variations of color blends that will appear on the roof. Before installation,
ten tiles or so should be laid out and reviewed for conformity to desired color level. If color
levels are unsatisfactory, advise your dealer before proceeding with installation. Colors and
specifications subject to change without notice. EcoStar is not liable for color variations or
shading. Tiles must be randomly blended for best results.
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